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Abstract.
The topological information of Cherenkov light emitted from low energy electron was directly
measured by HUNI-ZICOS detector. A 1.484 MeV electron with fixed direction to the center
of hemispherical surface of the detector was generated by Compton back scattering with 100
degree from 88 Y 1.836 MeV gamma. The observed averaged angle of Cherenkov light emitted
from this electron was clustered around 40 degree assuming the vertex position to be at the
center of truncated icosahedron photomultiplier jig. It was not Cherenkov angle around 47
degree as obtained by old simulation and the vertex to be the center of light yield for hitted
photomultiplier. According to the HUNI-ZICOS simulation, the averaged angle of Cherenkov
light was also clustered around 40 degree. On the other hands, the simulated averaged angle of
scintillation was clustered around 49 degree, which is consistent with the averaged value of angle
between the direction to center of hemisphere surface and each photomultiplier from the center
of the jig. The obtained hitmap seemed to have same non flat structure as that of simulation due
to Cherenkov ring. This is an evidence that Cherenkov lights emitted from 1.484 MeV electron
should really have their topology. Therefore, we concluded that we will be able to reduce 208 Tl
background using the averaged angle for 96 Zr neutrinoless double beta decay search.

1. ZICOS experiment
ZICOS is one of the future experiments for neutrinoless double beta decay. The target nuclei
is 96 Zr and the Q-value is 3.35 MeV. The radioactive backgrounds such as 214 Bi in Uranium
series and 10 C, which is spallation product of energetic cosmic muons, could be removed by
their lower energy. The ZICOS detector consists of spherical frame mounted by 650 of 20 inch
photomultiplier (PMT) and inner balloon filled with a liquid scintillator, therefore it is almost
similar structure as KamLAND-Zen detector. As reported by KamLAND-Zen[1], non-negligible
events were found around 3 - 4 MeV, and those were the decay products from 208 Tl which was
adhere on the surface of inner balloon. Fortunately the Q-value of 136 Xe is 2.479 MeV so that
those were not major backgrounds due to out of range for signal region.
However those events should be quite serious backgrounds for ZICOS experiment. The ZICOS
detector will use liquid scintillator containing Zr(iPrac)4 inside of inner balloon, and will use
pure water for outside of inner balloon. Therefore, almost half of 208 Tl events observed in
KamLAND-Zen should be reduced by missing the energy. On the other hands, another half
will be unavoidable backgrounds for 96 Zr 0νββ signal. In order to remove those backgrounds
0ν ≥ 2 × 1027 years, we have been developed the reduction technique
to reach the sensitivity T1/2
using topological information from Cherenkov light [2].
According to the simulation, there was a diﬀerence of hit pattern of Cherenkov lights between
208 Tl backgrounds and 0νββ signals, and we found that it could be reduced about 93 % of 208 Tl
beta decay events with 78 % eﬃciency for 0νββ events using an adequate topological information
(defined by averaged angle) from Cherenkov light [2]. Also, as we reported in our past paper [3],
the pulse shape of Cherenkov lights also has much faster rise time than that of scintillation. We
have developed the pulse shape discrimination method whether Cherenkov lights are included in
scintillation using χ2 method in our previous paper[4]. In this paper, we would like to measure
the averaged angle in order to verify the topology of Cherenkov light for 1 MeV electron,
2. Direct measurement of topological information for Cherenkov light
The conceptional design to measure the averaged angle is illustrated by left side panel of Fig.1.
Incident 1.836 MeV gamma emitted from 88 Y source interacts with an electron by Compton
scattering, and scattered gamma with scattering angle 100 degree should have 0.352 MeV. If
we detect this gamma using La-GPS scintillator, then an electron with 1.484 MeV is generated
with fixed direction. Once the incident direction is set by 10 degree with respect to the center
axis, the generated electron goes along this axis to the center of hemisphere surface.
In this time, we made new detector HUNI-ZICOS to measure the averaged angle of Cherenkov
light emitted from 1.484 MeV electron. We used only half side of spherical surface for this
measurement, because most of Cherenkov photon might emit forward to the initial direction of
electron. Therefore, a custom made hemispherical flask was used for the container to fill Anisole
which is solvent of our liquid scintillator for the convenience observation of Cherenkov light.
Also PMT should be mounted around this hemispherical surface of flask. In order to mount
these PMTs on the surface, we also prepared special jig which has holes at each vertex of the
truncated icosahedron. Right side photograph of Fig.1 shows that HUNI-ZICOS was detector
located on the flask clip and the chimney was pinched by another clamp from the stand. When
the PMT mounting jig and the hemisphere flask were joined, we inserted UV cut filter in order to
remove scintillation light (∼ 300 nm) from Anisole, since the PMT has small but non negligible
sensitivity for the wavelength.
The global trigger signal to FADC which connects all PMT signal cable for data acquisition
was generated by La-GPS scintillator, if it detects Compton scattered gamma from HUNI-ZICOS
detector. However, there should be backgrounds for La-GPS detector, even if the detector was
located inside of Pb shield. Therefore, we took all data in case of not only Compton scattered
gammas but also backgrounds. In the analysis steps, we extracted signals, which means Compton
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Figure 1. Left panel shows the setup for the measurement. The generated electron has 1.484
MeV monochromatic energy with fixed direction to the center of hemisphere due to detect
Compton scattering gamma with 100 degree backward. Right side panel shows HUNI-ZICOS
detector which consist of hemisphere flask adapted on the PMT mounting jig. We used total 26
of Hamamatsu 3/8 inch H3164-12 photomultiplier on the hemispherical surface.
scattering gammas, from backgrounds using FADC data as described in the next section.

Number of events

3. Analysis
Collected FADC events were analyzed by following step. First step was the event selection using
by the number of PMT (Nhit) which received Cherenkov photons. We took sum of FADC count
between FADC time 50 and 80 nsec, where the peak was adjusted at 60 nsec for every channels
and every events. The next step was the selection using total FADC count. After total FADC
count cut, then we calculated the averaged angle assuming the vertex position was at the center
of the truncated icosahedron PMT mounting jig (not the center of flat surface of the hemisphere
flask).
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Figure 2. Event selections were done by Nhit and total FADC count. Top and middle panel
show Nhit distribution and total FADC count distribution, respectively. Bottom panel shows
detected energy distribution by La-GPS scintillator.
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The top panel of Fig.2 shows that Nhit distribution. According to this figure, most of FADC
had a null hit because of accidental trigger due to backgrounds of La-GPS scintillation detector.
Here we have plotted in the case of 88 Y source and no source. In spite of diﬀerent data taking
period, the event selection for (1) Nhit≥ 5 was applied by collecting on source event. The middle
panel of Fig.2 shows total FADC count distribution for selected event by previous Nhit≥ 5 cut.
Clearly we could select on source event for (2) total FADC count greater than 1000 with a few
backgrounds. After these selections, the energy distribution of La-GPS scintillation detector
was illustrated by the bottom panel of Fig.2. Most of selected events clustered around 352
keV. Therefore, we succeeded to extract event of Compton scattering gamma. Then we could
investigate the averaged angle for these events.
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4. Results and discussion
After the event selection as described in previous section, we calculated the averaged angle for
each events. The definition of the averaged angle which was explained by our previous paper [2]
and the current definition was slightly diﬀerent. In this time, the vertex position of each event
was not the center of light yield for hitted PMT, because we did not use liquid scintillator for
this measurement. Therefore, we assumed the vertex was at the center of truncated icosahedron
PMT mounting jig, where Compton scattering occurred and the scattered gamma was detected
through Pb block slit, even though the range of 1.484 MeV electron is 7mm in Anisole. Although
this assumption might aﬀect the value of averaged angle, there might be no issue for the
verification of averaged angle from simulation used by same definition.
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Figure 3. Left side two panels show the averaged angle distribution. Top and bottom panel
show the data after event selection and the simulation for both Cherenkov and scintillation
(hatched),respectively. Right side two panels show the hitmap for simulation (top panel) and
data (bottom panel). In simulation plot, solid and dashed line show Cherenkov light and
scintillation, respectively.
Left side top panel of Fig.3 shows the averaged angle distribution for selected events by
(1) and (2). Total data taking period is 8.5 days. The observed averaged angle was clustered
around 40 degree. It was not Cherenkov angle 47 degree calculated by 1.484 MeV electron
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as we indicated by previous paper [2]. This might be caused by the diﬀerence of definition of
the averaged angle as described above or the diﬀerence of PMT position. Even those reasons,
the simulation could gave us answer to the verification. Left side bottom panel of Fig.3 shows
the averaged angle distribution of simulation for Cherenkov light (line) and scintillation light
(shaded region), respectively. The averaged angle was also clustered around 40 degree in case of
Cherenkov light. On the other hands, the averaged angle of scintillation was clustered around
49 degree. This was due to uniform emission of scintillation and PMT position of HUNI-ZICOS
detector.
As described in previous section, a 1.484.MeV electron was generated with fixed direction
to the center of hemisphere surface. In this case, the PMTs which received Cherenkov lights
was decided by Cherenkov ring. Using these PMTs, the calculated averaged angle value was
clustered around 40 degree assuming the vertex to be at center of PMT mounting jig. Again
this is not 47 degree which has been obtained by old simulation with other PMT position. The
value itself is not essence for the topology of Cherenkov light. In order to confirm topology of
Cherenkov light, the hitmap should be checked. Right side top panel of Fig.3 shows the hitmap
of simulation for Cherenkov light. PMT No. #2, #3, #7, #8, #12, #13, #17, #18, #22, #23,
#25 and #26 have lower number of hit. This non flat structure is actually due to the topology
of Cherenkov lights. Looking at right bottom panel of Fig.3, almost same non flat structure can
be seen in case of real data except small detailed diﬀerence.
Simulation has complete asymmetric hit pattern due to fixed direction, however, the real
data shows some tendencies due to diﬀerence of direction because of finite size of Pb block
slit or La-GPS crystal. On the other hands, scintillation should emit uniformly, therefore all
PMT equally receive photons and the hitmap has a complete flat structure as shown in Fig.3.
The angles between the direction of electron and each PMT from the center of PMT mounting
jig are averaged and obtained by 52 degree. The shaded distribution in left bottom panel of
Fig.3 corresponds to this angle. Slight diﬀerence might be caused by diﬀerence of number of hit
(simulation was selected by 5 to 10 hit).
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we succeed to obtain the averaged angle for Cherenkov light emitted from 1.484
MeV electron with fixed direction, and it is 40 degree in case of HUNI-ZICOS PMT geometry
and assuming vertex at the center of PMT mounting jig. Obtained hitmap seems to have same
non flat structure as that of simulation due to topology of Cherenkov light. This is an evidence
that Cherenkov lights emitted from 1.484 MeV electron should really have their topology and
we can use the averaged angle for the reduction of 208 Tl backgrounds.
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